Paper Trimmer

®

12e Vantage® Series Trimmer

Dahle’s 12" Vantage® Trimmer features a machine ground blade that
can remove the tiniest sliver of paper from your work. It cuts up to 15
sheets of paper at a time and includes
a sturdy metal base with alignment
guides for easy trimming.

Machine Ground Blade

The machine ground blade is sharp
and accurate for precision trimming.
To ensure an even cut, the trimmer's
automatic clamp provides firm, even
pressure to prevent paper shift.

Integrated Safety Features
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Metal Base

For stability, the sturdy metal base
provides a solid foundation. It's designed to hold up to rigorous activity,
day in and day out. The base includes
carefully screened measurement
guides and an adjustable backstop
– which is the easiest way to ensure
accuracy during repetitive cuts.
This trimmer is perfect for cutting
paper, card stock, and photo paper and is a popular choice among
schools, office professionals, and
craft enthusiasts.

To protect the blade and keep fingers
safe, a tension spring prevents the
blade from falling down unexpectedly. The handle can be safely secured in
the down position when not in use.

Product Features
Machine Ground Cutting Blade

-Sharpened edge for precision trimming
-Maintains consistent quality and results

Automatic Paper Clamp

-Holds work firmly so you don't have to
-Prevents paper shift and uneven cutting

Integrated Safety Features

-Tension spring prevents the blade from falling
-Handle can be secured when not in use

Sturdy Metal Base

-Provides a firm foundation for trimming
-Includes screened guides for easy alignment
-Includes adjustable guide for repetitive cuts

Perfect for Many Applications

-Paper, photographs, and cardstock
-Popular choice for school, home, art, and crafts
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The automatic paper clamp holds work securely and prevents paper from shifting.

A tension spring returns the blade to the up
position after trimming to reduce fatigue.

Specifications
Item #

Cut Length

Capacity

Dimensions

12e

12"

15 Sheets

19.75" x 10.25" x 2.5"

